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About This Content

This pack brings you three new lords that you can choose as starting perks for your Great Mage. Each lord comes with unique
stats and abilities.

Lords included in this pack:

"Nicolas Frost, the Head Mage of the Temple of Cold and the former Great Mage is offering his services.

In order to get this lord near your capital at the start of the game select the ""Cold Wanderer"" faction perk for your
Great Mage."

"Leya Inverse-Gabriev, the Magical Genius. She is a very highly-skilled magician, and her magical services are not as
expensive as you might think.

In order to get this lord near your capital at the start of the game select the ""Magical Genius"" faction perk for your
Great Mage."

"Halfall. You might not have heard his name before, but that is your loss. This lord is an ultimate ""Jack of All Trades"",
and he offers his talents to anyone who can afford it.
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In order to get this lord near your capital at the start of the game select the ""He Has It All"" faction perk for your Great Mage."
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Genre: Strategy
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Ino-Co Plus
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Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista 64-bit, Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Dual Core CPU with 2,66GHz clock speed or higher

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 8600 GT or ATI Radeon HD 6570

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible

English,German,Russian
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Inferno cop the game.
Just as over the top and insane as the show too.. Donut County takes the most simple concept you can imagine, and turns it intos
something addiciting and fun.
It's one of those games you just need to jump into without knowing a thing.
Only downside about this game is that it's fairly short, and barerly lives up to it's price tage.. The best DLC of Fallout 4 imo! It
has far greater music than Fallout 4, more interesting story and more creatures! And the role-playing of Fallout 4 improves with
this just because of one interaction when a synth asks you if you are a synth and with the shown lore of Fallout 4 and Far Harbor
it IS possible. So you can decide that you are a synth if you want to.. A nice module but lacking content unless bought with the
"Museum Relic" campaign, so buy in a sale.. Very enjoyable extension to the base game, bringing cool new units and well put
together missions.. I honestly wanted to like the game bu the awful camera ruins it for me. IF you fancy an alternative to
minecraft and can put with a third person camera, this might be the game. RECOMMENDATION: Good Game, if you like
reading dialogues over dialogues...

The dialogues are long and well fed with text. It's good, because that is the gameplay you got. Embrace it and hope for the best
right?
Each answer you give has influence on the course of the game.
The goal is to reach Earth with every crewmember still alive. But this can be tricky, if you make certain crewmembers unhappy
or when you made a wrong choice of events.

You are the director of this... "Movie"
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Very basic game with no change in gameplay. Tedious and boring.. Another gem of a DLC, been waiting long time for it. It was
great finally play as the Russians, some great maps and expect have to use different play style to all the others.

I would recommend buy it don't read reviews!
. It isn't the greatest soundtrack ever made.
But it definitely suits this game pretty well.
Supporting the developers is always good.
I'm going to simply leave a positive review.
This is a very good game and I did enjoy it.
Hopefully we will see more from this studio.. I must say, for a game that was damn near free this is a gem. I don't feel like I'm
playing an RPGMaker title, I feel like I'm playing something that had a lot of time and love put into it. If the rest of the games
in this series are as good it's definitely something I recommend picking up, even if it isn't on sale any more.. Totally worth it!
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